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Abstract—The advances on SmartNICs and programmable
data plane (PDP) switches motivate people to deploy virtual
network functions (vNFs) on these devices directly for better
packet processing performance. Hence, this work considershow
to leverage heterogeneous network function virtualization (NFV)
platforms to upgrade the provisioning of vNF service chains
(vNF-SCs) in a datacenter network (DCN). We design a novel
time-efficient heuristic, to plan the service upgrade undera
limited budget such that the QoS improvement on latency
reduction can be maximized. Specifically, our algorithm first
chooses nodes in the DCN to upgrade (i.e., by either equipping
SmartNICs on certain servers or replacing switches with PDP-
SWs), and then adjusts vNF-SC provisioning accordingly.

Index Terms—Network function virtualization (NFV), Hetero-
geneous NFV platforms, Service function chain (SFC).

I. I NTRODUCTION

Recently, the booming of cloud computing has stimulated
the exploration of new network architectures [1], and nov-
el transmission and switching technologies have made the
physical infrastructure of networks more ready for adaptive
service provisioning [2–4]. Meanwhile, the advances on pro-
grammable packet processing hardware (e.g., SmartNICs and
programmable data plane (PDP) switches) have promoted
the idea of in-network computing [5], which enables the
execution of virtual network functions (vNFs) in forwarding
devices without affecting their performance on normal packet
forwarding [6, 7]. Therefore, the success of network func-
tion virtualization (NFV) [8] can be further expanded, if we
consider these hardware platforms (i.e., SmartNICs and PDP
switches (PDP-SWs)) together with their software counterparts
(e.g., virtual machines (VMs)) to realize heterogeneous NFV
environments [9–12]. This is because the hardware platforms
have superior packet processing performance, and thus they
can provide service providers (SPs) unprecedented capabilities
to address stringent quality-of-service (QoS) demands [6,7].

Previously, to explore the benefits of heterogeneous NFV
platforms, people have studied how to provision vNF service
chains (vNF-SCs) with them [9–12]. However, the problem of
upgrading existing vNF-SCs has not been considered, while
it is as important as that of the initial provisioning. This is
because in a practical network, service upgrades are inevitable,
and can even be frequent to adapt to the ever-increasing service
demands [13]. Note that, service upgrades involve incremental
deployment and adjustment, which makes the optimizations of
them significantly different from provisioning vNF-SCs from
scratch. There are a few studies on the reconfiguration of vNF-
SCs in the literature. For instance, the study in [8] tried to

Fig. 1. An example on service upgrade of a vNF-SC.

reconfigure vNF-SCs to adapt to the movement of clients, and
Hu et al. [14] proposed to leverage vNF-SC re-organization
and task scheduling to address the overheads related to VM-
based vNF-SC provisioning. Nevertheless, to the best of our
knowledge, the service upgrade of vNF-SCs, which utilizes
heterogeneous NFV platforms containing SmartNICs, PDP-
SWs and VMs, has not been addressed yet.

This work leverages heterogeneous NFV platforms to opti-
mize the service upgrade of vNF-SCs. Specifically, we consid-
er a datacenter network (DCN) as the substrate network (SNT),
and study how to first choose nodes in it to upgrade (i.e., by
either equipping SmartNICs on certain servers or replacing
switches with PDP-SWs) and then adjust the provisioning
schemes of existing vNF-SCs accordingly. We propose a novel
heuristic to tackle the optimization time-efficiently, which first
aggregates vNF-SCs to form vNF forwarding trees (vNF-FTs),
and then adjusts the provisioning schemes of vNF-SCs by
remapping the vNF-FTs to the SNT. Our simulation results
verify the performance of the proposed algorithms.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we explain the problem considered in this work. The
time-efficient heuristic is presented in Section III. Section IV
discusses the simulations for performance evaluation. Finally,
we summarize the paper in Section V.

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

NFV realizes network services by instantiating vNFs on
general-purpose software/hardware platforms, and thus the
usages of proprietary hardware systems can be minimized.
This involves deploying vNFs on substrate nodes (SNs)
and interconnecting them to form various types of virtual
topologies [15–17]. The procedure is similar to the famous
virtual network embedding (VNE) [18, 19]. Fig. 1 provides an
example to explain the advantage of upgrading vNF-SCs with
heterogeneous NFV platforms. Before the service upgrade, the
source, vNF and destination of a vNF-SC are on three different
racks in the DCN. The service upgrade uses a PDP-SW to



replace one aggregation switch that is on the vNF-SC’s routing
path, and makes it possible to deploy vNFs there. Then, the
vNF-SC’s routing path gets shortened by4 hops. Moreover, as
the packet processing in the PDP-SW is much faster than that
in the original VM on a server, the end-to-end latency of the
vNF-SC can be further reduced. Note that, end-to-end latency
is an important QoS parameter to many network services.

We model the SNT asG(V,E), where V and E are
the sets of SNs and substrate links (SLs), respectively. As
the SNT is a DCN, there are two types of SNs in it,i.e.,
switches and servers. We assume that before the service
upgrade, all the switches are traditional ones and thus vNFs
can only be deployed on servers with VMs. The upgrade can
either equip SmartNICs on certain servers, or replace certain
switches with PDP-SWs. After the upgrade, we migrate vNFs
to the programmable hardware. Here, the differences between
SmartNICs and PDP-SWs are 1) PDP-SWs have better packet
processing performance (i.e., shorter processing latencies) than
SmartNICs, and 2) SmartNICs have more IT resources for
instantiating vNFs (i.e., the memory for storing related flow
tables) because they are equipped on servers and thus do not
need to use many IT resources on normal packet forwarding
as PDP-SWs do. Since SmartNICs and PDP-SWs support
vNFs with programmable hardware, they provide much shorter
processing latencies than VMs. The IT resources on servers for
VMs are the most abundant among the three NFV platforms.

All the vNF types that are supported in the SNT are included
in a setM . Considering the heterogeneity among PDP-SWs,
SmartNICs and servers, we assume that if a type-m vNF is de-
ployed on a PDP-SW/SmartNIC/server, it consumes different
IT resources, and the corresponding processing capabilities are
also different. Meanwhile, the latency reductions are various,
if the vNF is migrated from a server to a PDP-SW/SmartNIC.
Hence, we need to optimize the service upgrade of vNF-SCs.
We take the vNF-SC provisioning schemes before the upgrade
as the input, and aim to maximize the QoS improvement on
latencies under a fixed budget for PDP-SWs and SmartNICs.
The resource constraints are also considered to ensure thatthe
vNF-SCs are deployed correctly after the service upgrade.

III. A LGORITHM DESIGN

To solve the service upgrade problem time-efficiently, we
design a heuristic, namely, FTA, which involves three steps:
1) merging vNF-SCs to build vNF-FTs, 2) expanding each
vNF-FT to a mapping tree (MT) according toG(V,E), and
3) determining node upgrade schemes and updating vNF-SC
deployments accordingly based on the MTs.Algorithms 1-3
in the following subsections will describe the steps in detail.
The notations used in the algorithm design are as follows.

• G(V,E): the topology of the SNT.
• M : the set of all the vNF types supported in the SNT.
• SCi = {si, di, {fi,1, · · · , fi,l, · · · , fi,Ni

}, bi, ti}: the i-th
vNF-SC, wheresi anddi are the source and destination
nodes, respectively,bi is its bandwidth demand,ti is its
QoS requirement on end-to-end latency, andNi is the
number of vNFs in its vNF-SC. We haveR = {SCi, ∀i}.

• fm
i,l : the boolean that equals 1 if thel-th vNF (fi,l) in
SCi is a type-m vNF (m ∈ M ), and 0 otherwise.

• Ω: the total upgrade budget for PDP-SWs and SmartNICs.
• φS/φN : the cost of a PDP-SW/SmartNIC.

A. Constructing vNF-FTs

Algorithm 1 explains how we merge existing vNF-SCs to
obtain vNF-FTs.Lines 1-2 are for the initialization. Here, we
put vNF-SCs, whose sources and destinations are in the same
server racks, into the same group. For instance, if vNF-SCs
have their sources and destinations in the racks whose ToR
switches areu andv (u, v ∈ V ), respectively, they are put into
group gu,v. Then, the for-loop that coversLines 3-25 builds
a vNF-FT for each group.Line 3 initializes the vNF-FT for
each groupgu,v and sets its root asT .rt = u. Next, we use
the for-loop coveringLines 5-16 to check all the vNFs in each
vNF-SC in sequence and build the vNF-FT accordingly. For
each vNF-SC, we start from its source (i.e., u) and introduce
v̂ to the current node that is being considered in the vNF-FT
T (Line 6). If the vNFfi,l in SCi has already been included
in the (l + 1)-th level of T , we update the counter of the
corresponding nodeT .nd (Lines 9-10). Otherwise, we create
a new node to representfi,l and insert it inT (Lines 12-13).
Fig. 2 gives an illustrative example on the operation principle
of Algorithms 1 and 2. It can be seen that each vNF-FT records
the orders and numbers of vNFs in the vNF-SCs in a same
group, where the number on each vNF denotes the value of
the counter for the vNFs in the same type.

We use the for-loop that coversLines 17-23 to trim the
obtained vNF-FTT based on two empirical thresholdsξlvl and
ξcnt. This is because to facilitate effective service upgrade, we
should give higher priorities to upgrade the vNFs, which are
shared by more vNF-SCs. Specifically, if in vNF-FTT , a node
for one vNF is in a level that is lower thanξlvl and its counter
is smaller thanξcnt, we merge the subtree rooted in it with
the subtree whose root is in the next level, represents the same
vNF, and has the smallest counter (Lines 19-21). After merging
the subtrees, we also update the counters of the related nodes
accordingly.Line 24 inserts the trimmed vNF-FT in setFT .
The time complexity ofAlgorithm 1 isO(|R|2 ·max

i
(Ni+1)),

whereR is the set of existing vNF-SCs, andmax
i

(Ni + 1) is

the longest chain length of the vNF-SCs inR.

B. Expanding vNF-FTs to Obtain MTs

For each vNF-FT obtained byAlgorithm 1, Algorithm 2
obtains the mapping schemes of the vNF-SCs aggregated in
it based on the status of the SNT, such that the subsequent
Algorithm 3 can leverage these mapping schemes to finally
achieve effective service upgrade. Here, we refer to the map-
ping schemes of the vNF-SCs in a vNF-FT as a mapping
tree (MT), and need to point out that the mapping schemes
in an MT are just intermediate but not the final ones after
the upgrade.Line 1 is for the initialization, and all the MTs
initially use the same structures of their vNF-FTs. Then, the
for-loop that coversLines 2-20 expands each vNF-FT based
on the status of the SNT to get an MT.
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Fig. 2. Example on constructing vNF-FTs and obtaining MTs inAlgorithms 1 and 2.

Algorithm 1: Building vNF-FTs based on vNF-SCs
Input : vNF-SCs{SCi}, empirical thresholdsξlvl andξcnt.
Output : Set of vNF-FTsFT .

1 FT = ∅;
2 group vNF-SCs based on their sources and destinations;
3 for each group gu,v do
4 T = ∅, T .rt = u;
5 for each vNF-SC SCi in gu,v do
6 mark the current node inT as v̂ = T .rt = u;
7 for each vNF fi,l in SCi in sequence do
8 if fi,l is in the (l + 1)-th level of T then
9 find nodeT .nd in the (l + 1)-th level of

T that representsfi,l;
10 T .nd.cnt = T .nd.cnt + 1, v̂ = T .nd;
11 else
12 create a new nodeT .nd to representfi,l

and insert it inT as a child node of̂v;
13 T .nd.cnt = 1, v̂ = T .nd;
14 end
15 end
16 end
17 for each level l in vNF-FT T do
18 for each node T .nd in level l of T do
19 if (l ≤ ξlvl) AND (T .nd.cnt ≤ ξcnt) then
20 merge the subtree rooted inT .nd with a

proper one whose root is in level(l + 1);
21 end
22 end
23 end
24 insertT in FT ;
25 end
26 return (FT );

For each nodeT .nd in level l of T , Lines 6-13 tries to find a
feasible server to embed it. Here, to avoid remapping vNF-SCs
to use over-length substrate paths, we only select the feasible
server from the racks that are either the source and destination
racks of the vNF-SCs using the vNF inT .nd or their adjacent
racks (i.e., the racks that share the same aggregation switch
with the source and destination racks). If such a server can be
found, we store the server in MTT as the SN forT .nd (Lines
7-12). Otherwise, we splitT .nd into two new nodes, distribute
the vNFs inT .nd to them evenly, and replaceT .nd with them
in MT T (Lines 14-16). The new nodes will be checked in the
subsequent iterations of the for-loop that coversLines 4-17.
The procedure of obtaining an MT is also explained in Fig.
2. Specifically, according to the vNF-FT and the status of the
SNT, we split the node for type-2 vNFs in the second layer
of the vNF-FT into two nodes, and map them toSwitch S1
and Server a, respectively, while the mapping of other vNFs
is not affected by the node split.

Algorithm 2: Expanding vNF-FTs to get MTs
Input : Set of vNF-FTsFT , SNT G(V,E).
Output : Set of MTsMT .

1 MT = FT ;
2 for each vNF-FT T ∈ MT do
3 for each level l in vNF-FT T do
4 for each node T .nd in level l of T do
5 flag = 0;
6 for each SN v that is a feasible server do
7 if v can carry the vNFs in T .nd then
8 mark v as the SN forT .nd;
9 update substrate resources in SNT;

10 flag = 1;
11 break;
12 end
13 end
14 if flag = 0 then
15 split T .nd into two small nodes evenly,

insert them in levell of T (next toT .nd),
connect subtree ofT .nd to them correctly,
and removeT .nd from T ;

16 end
17 end
18 end
19 obtain the shortest path between each pair of SNs that

carry adjacent vNFs in vNF-SCs and insert the switches
on the paths as nodes in the corresponding MT inMT ;

20 end
21 return (MT );

When the algorithm proceeds toLine 19, every node in a
vNF-FT has been mapped to a server in the SNT, and thus its
MT has been obtained. Hence,Line 19 takes care of the link
mapping of all the related VLs, and all the switches, which
are on the substrate paths for the VLs, are also recorded in the
MT. In the subsequent service upgrade, we can replace these
switches with PDP-SWs and deploy vNFs on them. The time
complexity ofAlgorithm 2 is O(|R|2 ·max

i
(Ni + 1) · |V |).

C. Upgrading SNT for vNF-SC Provisioning

Finally, Algorithm 3 determines how to upgrade the SNT
with programmable hardware for vNF-SC provisioning based
on the MTs inMT . Note that,Algorithm 2 already ensures
that each node in an MT stores a vNF and the SN to carry it
(i.e., a feasible mapping scheme), and the vNF in a node that
is closer to the root of an MT is generally shared by more
vNF-SCs. Meanwhile,Line 19 in Algorithm 2 makes sure that
the SN to carry the vNF in a node of an MT can be either a
server or a switch. Hence, the idea ofAlgorithm 3 is to check
each MT from its root and tries to upgrade the SNs used by
it greedily, until the budget of the upgrade has been used up.



Algorithm 3: Upgrading SNT according to MTs

Input : Set of MTsMT , set of vNF-SCsR, budgetΩ
1 M = ∅, Cost = 0, flag = 0;
2 for each MT T ∈ MT do
3 for each level l in MT T do
4 for each node T .nd in level l of T do
5 if flag = 0 then
6 if the SN v for T .nd is not in M then
7 determine the programmable hardware

(with a costφ) used to upgrade vNFs
in T .nd based on the type of SNv;

8 if Cost+ φ ≤ Ω then
9 insert SNv in M and upgrade it

with programmable hardware;
10 Cost = Cost+ φ;
11 else
12 flag = 1;
13 end
14 end
15 end
16 if flag = 0 then
17 for each vNF-SC uses the vNF in T .nd do
18 for the vNF-SC, map vNF inT .nd

and subsequent vNFs to use the
upgraded SNv greedily;

19 updateT and resources in SNT;
20 end
21 else
22 break;
23 end
24 end
25 end
26 end

Line 1 is for the initialization, whereM stores the SNs
selected to be upgraded with programmable hardware,Cost
records the current upgrade cost, andflag is the boolean to
indicate whether the budget has been used up. The multi-level
for-loops fromLine 2 to Line 26 check the MTs to determine
the scheme of the upgrade. For a nodeT .nd in an MTT , Lines
5-15 select the SN for it to upgrade if the budget permits (the
budget is allocated to each groups equally). Note that, the type
of the SN forT .nd has already been determined byAlgorithm
2, and thus the SN will be upgraded with a PDP-SW or a
SmartNIC if it is a switch or server, respectively (Line 7).
Next, Lines 17-20 upgrade the provisioning schemes of the
vNF-SCs that use the vNF inT .nd to fully use the newly-
upgraded SNv. Note that, for such a vNF-SC, we remap not
only the vNF inT .nd but also the subsequent vNFs to SNv if
the resources on SNv are enough, to maximize its utilization
and minimize bandwidth usage in the SNT (Line 18). The time
complexity ofAlgorithm 3 is O(|R|3 ·max

i
(Ni + 1)).

IV. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION

A. Small-Scale Simulations

We first use a small-scale DCN that consists of 5 switches
and 2 server racks, where each rack includes 2 servers (i.e.,
each ToR switch connects to 2 servers). The switches and
servers are arranged in the way similar to that in Fig. 1. We
consider|M | = 4 types of vNFs and the processing latency of

each type of vNF is within[150, 300] µs. The latency reduction
achieved after migrating a vNF from a server to a PDP-SW or
a SmartNIC is set asδSm ∈ [75, 150] µs or δNm ∈ [40, 75] µs,
respectively, based on the analysis in [20]. We assume that the
propagation delay of each SL is1 µs. We set the processing
capacity of each vNF asbSm = 100 Gbps,bNm = 10 Gbps, and
bVm = 1 Gbps, respectively, when it is deployed on a PDP-
SW/SmartNIC/server, and the IT resource usage of each type
of vNF is within [1, 4] units. The IT resource capacity of an
SN is set asCS

v = 200, CN
v = 500, andCV

v = 1000 units.
Each SL between a server-ToR switch pair has a capacity of

1 Gbps, and the capacities of other SLs are selected based on
1 : 1 convergence ratio and the SNT topology. Each vNF-
SC includes[2, 4] vNFs, its bandwidth demand uniformly
distributes within [1, 10] Mbps, and its end-to-end latency
requirement is randomly selected from{200, 600, 1000} µs
with probabilities of{0.3, 0.4, 0.3}, respectively. The cost of
a PDP-SW/SmartNIC isφS = 100 or φN = 10, respectively.

The simulations consider two scenarios,i.e., adequate bud-
get and insufficient budget, whose budgets are set asΩ = 50
andΩ = 200, respectively. We design a greedy-based heuristic
based on first-fit vNF placement and shortest path routing for
the initial deployment of vNF-SCs. Based on this heuristic,we
develop a benchmark, namely, NFTA, which does not consider
the aggregation of SCs, but upgrades SNs in descending order
of their resource usages. We also formulate a simple integer
linear programming (ILP) model to solve the problem. We
use the QoS improvement (̟in−̟out), and the total latency
reduction (τ in − τout) to evaluate the service upgrade.

Table I shows the simulation results, which indicates that the
ILP always provides the largest QoS improvement and longest
latency reduction. However, its running time is much longer
than that of the two heuristics. Our proposed algorithm (FTA)
always outperforms the benchmark (NFTA), and it approxi-
mates the exact solutions from the ILP better than NFTA. This
is because FTA analyzes the existing vNF-SC provisioning
schemes more comprehensively, and realizes service upgrade
such that the upgraded SNs can be shared by more vNF-SCs.

B. Large-Scale Simulations

We then evaluate the performance of FTA and NFTA in
a relatively large DCN that consists of10 switches and4
server racks. Each rack includes10 servers, the topology
is as that in Fig. 1, while the remaining parameters are
unchanged. Note that, compared with real-world DCNs, the
size of the DCN considered in the simulations here is still
relatively small. However, to reduce the complexity of network
management, the operator usually divides its DCN into many
point-of-deliveries (PoDs) and manage them in a modular way.
Therefore, our simulations can be understood as about the
service upgrade for a PoD in a large-scale DCN.

We average the results from20 independent simulations to
get each data point. Fig. 3 illustrates the simulation results.
We first compare the QoS improvement and latency reduction
from FTA and NFTA in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), when fixing the
budget for service upgrade asΩ = 800. We observe that



TABLE I
PERFORMANCECOMPARISONS OFILP AND HEURISTICS

Number Budget QoS Improvement Latency Reduction Set of Running Time

of for Network (̟in −̟
out) (τ in − τ

out) Upgraded SNs (Seconds)

vNF-SCs UpgradeΩ ILP FTA NFTA ILP FTA NFTA ILP FTA NFTA ILP FTA NFTA

60 50 22 13 12 8115 7193 7045 [7, 8, 9] [7, 9] [7, 8] 43.31 0.25 0.01

60 200 22 15 12 9234 7465 7134 [6, 7, 9] [6, 7, 9] [5, 7, 8] 157.56 0.26 0.01

100 50 39 30 28 14328 11824 11325 [7, 8, 9] [7, 8, 9] [7, 8, 9] 105.10 0.33 0.02

100 200 39 34 30 14600 12328 11941 [6, 8, 9] [6, 7, 8, 9] [5, 7, 8, 9] 264.33 0.35 0.02
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Fig. 3. Large-scale simulation results.

FTA provides higher QoS improvement and longer latency
reduction, and this confirms its effectiveness. Next, we would
like to see the algorithms’ performance when the number of
in-service vNF-SCs is fixed as1, 000 but the budget increases.
The results in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) indicate that when the
budget is small, NFTA and FTA perform similarly, but as
the budget increases, the performance gap between FTA and
NFTA enlarges gradually. This is because when the budget is
small, the flexibility of service upgrade becomes very limited.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper studied how to leverage heterogeneous NFV
platforms to optimize the service upgrade of vNF-SCs. Specif-
ically, we considered a DCN as the SNT, and tried to first
choose SNs in it to upgrade with SmartNICs/PDP-SWs and
then adjust vNF-SC provisioning accordingly. We proposed
a novel time-efficient algorithm, to plan the service upgrade
under a limited budget such that the QoS improvement on
latency reduction is maximized. Simulation results confirmed
the effectiveness of our proposals.
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